Preliminary results of a study are reported here investigating mesoscopic tunnel junctions irradiated with coherent low-intensity (−50 to −10 dB) pulsed microwave RF fields at moderately low (LN 2 ) temperatures. Quantum tunneling of electrons was observed through fabricated mesoscale gap junctions as a result of coherent irradiating fields at low temperatures around 77 -100 K. The tunneling current was seen as a result of applied microwave fields across the junctions, distinguishable from shot noise and resistance effects. The form of tunneling behavior does not lead to any conductance quantization effects which could manifest the junction as a Quantum Point Contact (QPC), hence it is surmised that the phenomenon is purely low intensity RF field-induced tunneling of electrons across the mesoscale junctions at low temperatures.
Introduction
Mesoscopic physics [1] , the science of the intermediate scale between the macroscopic and nanoscale systems, is one of the recent interdisciplinary sciences, primarily developed during last three to four decades. Although it has resulted into a large volume of studies, some of the prominent examples of the recent work carried out can be inspected in [2] [3] [4] . As the dimensions of a system tend to go down to the mesoscale, the small region at the interface of the macroscopic and microscopic (particularly nanometer) scales, interesting interference and tunneling phenomena start to emerge in systems whose dimensions are on the orders of 10 −7 m to 10 −10 m. This scale has prime importance, since Journal of Modern Physics this is the region where quantum behavior starts to emerge in a system, departing from the classical effects. The notable mesoscale phenomena include (but are not limited to) quantum effects such as weak localization [5] , universal conductance fluctuations, Aharanov-Bohm effect manifestations, and ballistic transport, etc. [6] . One of the important and useful applications of the area is a class of junctions called Quantum Point Contacts (QPCs) [7] , where small meso-to nano-scale junctions exhibit quantized values of conductance and other important effects, specifically owing to mesoscopic electron transport [5] . QPCs are important structures which exhibit novel phenomena by the virtue of mesoscopic scale junction properties and Two-Dimensional Electron Gas (2DEG) formed in the peculiar confined geometry of the junction and flowing of tunneling electric current through the insulated parts of the region on application of specific gate potentials.
Electrons within solids on large scales (in general) do not exhibit quantum tunneling characteristics (such as Macroscopic Quantum Coherence (MQC) [8] or Macroscopic Quantum Tunneling (MQT) [9] , etc.) at room temperatures (albeit their quantum degenerate temperatures, T 0 , are quite high, on the order of ~10 5 K), owing to the loss of phase coherence of electron waves because of electron-electron and phonon-electron inelastic scattering processes [10] . However, when the dimensions of systems tend to be small, smaller than the phase coherence length of electrons, such as in mesoscopic systems, quantum characteristics (i.e. the wave behavior) begin to appear [5] . Thus, even at non-superconducting temperatures, one can expect to observe quantum effects, such as tunneling, in mesoscale junctions.
Observations of MQT have been made in a number of instances, such as in nano-electromechanical systems [11] , especially in mesoscale systems which have great potential. This was one of our prime motivations to study the quantum behavior in home-made mesoscopic junctions at ambient temperatures, as well as at moderately low (Liquid Nitrogen) temperatures. Our other prime motivation was to study driven mesoscopic electron transport under the influence of low-intensity RF electromagnetic fields, if at all any incident low-intensity fields augment the transport phenomena. One of the related and less-studied areas in mesoscopic physics is the RF applications of mesoscopic systems, such as in the development and studies of a particular kind of quantum point contacts, known as the radio frequency or RF-QPCs [12] . Electrometry using RF-QPCs in mesoscopic junctions has been reported [12] [13] . There have been reports of phonon-photon coupling in mesoscopic junctions under the influence of microwave fields on double dot structures in QPC-like junctions [14] . There have also been observations of RF induced phonon emission in quantum junctions [15] . However, there has not been much work on RF-QPCs, and thus it was one of the objectives of our recent studies to investigate electron transport in mesoscopic scale tunnel junctions and QPCs.
There is a wide range of tunneling phenomena observed in solids, especially We specifically concentrate here on a narrow but an important class of electron tunneling, i.e. the low-intensity microwave RF driven tunneling in mesoscopic or nano-scale junctions, at room temperature as well as low temperatures.
Extensive studies have not been carried out in this particular area, whereas those which have been carried out comprise involved methods. In contrast to previous studies, the present work presents a simpler way of observing quantum mechanical tunneling in mesoscale junctions strictly as a result of irradiation by coherent RF fields, thus in a way this study has a sense of uniqueness to it.
Theoretical Background
The case of a simple mesoscopic metal tunnel junction is studied which is irradiated by a pulse of radio frequency electromagnetic fields, as depicted by the A comprehensive theoretical treatment of tunneling through ultra-small junctions can be found in a treatise by Ingold and Nazarov [18] . Viable relevant models specifically related to tunnel junctions can also be adopted in this context, based on theoretical studies by Bohr et al. [19] , Nazarov [20] , Ingold [21] , Figure 1 . (a) The symbol of a tunnel junction; (b) The schematic of a simple tunnel junction circuit biased by a precision dc current source; (c) Our implementation of a mesoscale copper tunnel junction with an ultra-low noise precision dc source and a very sensitive ultra-low noise femto-ampere TIA. Journal of Modern Physics Schὃn [22] and H. Grabert [23] , after necessary modifications. Although any of those approaches could be modified and devised as per our model, we devise a simple model based on the studies due to Ingold and Nazarov [18] .
One can write down a Hamiltonian of the system, which is a simple metal tunnel junction with two leads and a mesoscopic scale separation in the form of an insulating island (as developed in our laboratory), with some key assumptions, such as considering electrons as non-self-interacting and ignoring the intrinsic vacuum fluctuations in the junction. We also ignore, just for the sake of simplicity and for an elementary model (only), the intrinsic junction capacitance and impedance effects.
A basic Hamiltonian with all such assumptions is obtained as:
here H R and H L specifically correspond to the left and right lead, respectively, and are similar, whereas the H T corresponds to the tunneling Hamitlonian between the two states k and q [21] ;
.
here T k,q depicts the corresponding matrix element from which the tunneling probabilities are obtained later on.
We specifically add the effect of the incident RF fields to the Hamiltonian of the system:
here, V is the volume of the junction under study and ε 0 is the electric constant. E and B are three vectors and are the usual electric and magnetic field intensities, respectively.
The resultant Hamiltonian takes a form:
This Hamitonian presents a simple and rudimentary expression for our tunnel junctions irradiated by coherent RF fields.
The average current flowing through the junction during the tunneling process can be calculated by assuming elastic tunneling process and carrying out a golden rule calculation, treating the tunneling as a perturbation [18] . One obtains the average value for the current as:
where ( ) f E is the average Fermi function at inverse temperature
The first term in the integrand corresponds to the probability to find an elec- [18] . Similarly, the matrix element (T k,q ) and the densities of state are carried in the tunneling resistance (R T ) which is inversely proportional to the tunneling probability, so as:
A more realistic and accurate estimation of the tunneling current through the junction as well as the associated tunneling rates are determined as per the probabilities, for which a master equation is entailed. Since it is beyond the scope of this experimental studies paper, a reader interested is referred to the detailed texts by Ingold and Nazarov [18] [20] and Schon [22] . Similarly, for incorporating impedance and environment effects, detailed theoretical treatments are described elsewhere [18] and [23] .
The Experiments
The central idea behind the experiments conceived during this study was to were prepared using conventional mesoscopic technology e-beam nano-lithography (details can be found elsewhere [24] ). Our experiments were conceived on the lines of experiments carried out with multiple junctions (one-dimensional N-junction arrays of Al/oxide/Al tunnel junctions) by Delsing [25] and Delsing et al. [26] . Construction and study of mesoscopic copper and gold junctions are well-established and have been reported in literature else- [27] . Our trans-impedance amplifier was home-made, the design and construction of which have been reported earlier [28] .
The coherent high-frequency RF fields were from a frequency range from 2
GHz to 3 GHz with field intensities ranging from −50 dBm to −10 dBm. Fields were generated with a Keysight (Agilent) 3 GHz RF signal generator (N9310A) using its pulsed feature, without any modulation.
Results
The preliminary results are summarized in Figures 2-4 . Figure 2 reveals the behavior of the junction while there is no excitatory fields present. All which is It is believed that observations of an enhancement of the tunneling rates across the meso-scale junctions under study have been observed at low temperatures while irradiated by coherent microwave fields. It is suggested to be the same kind of quantum mechanical tunneling as described in the theoretical model. As far as the process of quantum mechanical resonant tunneling (QMRT) is concerned, we believe that it may not be applicable in the present case, more studies are required to confirm that. 
Discussion
Mesoscopic physics, in general, and charge transport through mesoscale junctions, in specific, have been an active research interest for some decades now.
Similarly, quantum mechanical tunneling, both resonant and non-resonant, have been extensively studied.
The phenomenon of Quantum Tunneling, or more precisely Quantum Mechanical Tunneling (QMT) and Quantum Mechanical Resonant Tunneling (QMRT), is a group of closely related phenomena and effects which exist in the quantum domain under some pertinent and well-defined conditions, especially at very low temperatures. However, it has been suggested at a number of occasions, especially in a detailed discussion in [31] that in sufficiently small dimensions, on the order of meso-scales or nanoscale, a strong possibility of tunneling exists at room temperatures.
It was decided to carry out an experimental investigation on the possibility and behavior of quantum mechanical tunneling of electrons through mesoscopic junctions under the influence of high-frequency radio frequency (RF) fields, especially at low temperatures where the thermal noise effects could be minimized.
In a study on low-temperature dynamics with external fields, it has been shown that at sufficiently low temperatures external sinusoidal or constant electromagnetic fields can suppress or enhance the tunneling rates [32] . It has been demonstrated [33] that the electron tunneling probabilities through mesoscopic junctions on the order of around 1000 Angstrom are low and thus a significant amount of tunneling can take place leading to measureable tunneling currents.
Long-distance electron tunneling (up to tens of Angstroms) has been reported in insulated systems at LN 2 temperatures [34] . These were some of the prime motivations which led us to carry out this study.
It has been reported by Delsing [31] in their detailed experimental study (with supporting numerical simulations) that an RF drive of frequency f applied across small tunnel junctions can result in generation of a dc voltage in the system, at quantized values of the dc current given by:
In their experiments, tunneling events were observed in an array of meso-scale Al/AlxOy/Al tunnel junctions at very low temperatures ranging from 50 mK to 4.2 K. Phase-locking of single-electron-tunneling oscillations to external microwave fields were observed in the frequency range of a few GHz, the frequency determined by the formula in Equation (9) above. be an instance of quantum mechanical resonant tunneling, but more studies are required to substantiate this possibility. The noise which appears in the spectra is dominated by shot noise [35] [36] which has been suggested as associated with tunneling, such as in tunnel diodes [37] , in addition to some contributions from thermal noise. However, we have obtained clean signals pertaining to tunneling electrons within the junctions. We did not observe any quantized values of conductance, such as in the multiples of e 2 /2h, which could have revealed our contacts as Quantum Point Contacts (QPC) [38] , more studies would be needed to establish that. Thus the junctions do not demonstrate a behavior like QPCs, what was one of the motivations in carrying out this study.
Conclusions
A simple way has been demonstrated in this study to fabricate and study mesoscale tunnel junctions under the effect of driving electromagnetic fields and a measurement technique to study quantum mechanical resonant tunneling. With the availability of more resources, the technique and methods could possibly be used in the fabrication and measurement of more sophisticated junctions (e.g.
heterostructure mesoscale) and Quantum Point Contacts.
PS: On a non-scientific note, mesoscopic physics has received relatively quicker attention of the public institutions and policy-making institutions. Wide-ranging and far-reaching scientific, technological and clinical applications of this important area of physics are highlighted in-depth in a public report by the U.S. Department of Energy [39] .
